Data protection statement on the processing of personal data in the provision of legal advice by Directorate Institutional and Contract Law

Protecting your privacy is of the utmost importance to the European Patent Office (EPO). We are committed to protecting your personal data and ensuring respect for data subjects’ rights when performing our tasks and providing our services. All data of a personal nature that identify you directly or indirectly will be processed lawfully, fairly and with due care.

The processing operations described below are subject to the EPO Data Protection Rules (DPR).

The information in this statement is provided in accordance with Articles 16 and 17 DPR.

The EPO’s Principal Directorate 5.2 Legal Affairs receives requests for advice in institutional, contractual, litigation and governance matters and on related general legal questions. This data protection statement covers the personal data processed for the purpose of delivering the associated services.

1. What is the nature and purpose of the processing operation?

The nature of the processing operation varies depending on the specifics of the request but will usually involve collecting and recording data for use in legal advice services. Personal data may also be disclosed to external law firms assisting in the delivery of the services.

The processing of personal data is necessary for the provision of legal advice. This includes:
- all associated activities, such as co-operation with other international organisations, competent authorities from contracting states and other third parties, negotiation and implementation of contracts, mediation, representation in litigation, legal administration and management of the EPO's portfolio of intangible assets and vetting of contracts and Administrative Council documents in accordance with the EPO's Directive on Contracts
- identifying and managing the legal risks faced by the EPO in its activities
- supporting implementation of the EPO’s strategic plan
- providing training and information on legal matters to stakeholders across the EPO
- planning and managing the activities of the directorate, including reporting and statistics
- ensuring proper collaboration, consultation, alignment and approval
- retaining previous legal advice for later reference to harmonise legal practice
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2. What personal data do we process?

The following types/categories of personal data can be processed:
- identification and contact information of the requester and of other data subjects mentioned in the request (mostly name, email address and employment information such as position, department and organisation)
- identification and contact information of case handlers dealing with the request or other persons involved in the matter (mostly name, email address, position and department)
- personal data provided during correspondence and/or necessary for the provision of the advice, (e.g. company name, organisational entity, description of concerns, personal case, circumstances; legal advice, opinions and assessments)
- Case Management System ticket information (e.g. case number)

3. Who is responsible for processing the data?

Personal data are processed under the responsibility of Principal Director 5.2 Legal Affairs acting as the EPO’s delegated data controller.

Personal data are processed by EPO staff involved in the provision of the aforementioned legal advice within Directorate Institutional and Contract Law.

In the event that the EPO’s Language Services are involved, personal data may have to be disclosed to Principal Directorate 4.4 General Administration. External contractors involved in providing and maintaining platforms and tools necessary for the provision of the services, such as Microsoft, Thomson Reuters and OpenText, may also access and process personal data.

4. Who has access to your personal data and to whom are they disclosed?

EPO staff from Directorate Institutional and Contract Law have access to the personal data processed during the provision of legal advice as described above.

Personal data may be disclosed on a need-to-know basis to the EPO staff working in Principal Directorate 4.4 General Administration, particularly where translations are required. Personal data may be shared with other stakeholders within the EPO, including those within the hierarchy of Principal Directorate 5.2 Legal Affairs and the Administrative Council of the EPO.

Personal data may be disclosed on a need-to-know basis to the staff member(s) of the unit(s) involved in the prevention and settlement of legal disputes (whether in internal, judicial or alternative redress mechanisms afforded by the EPO or any other legal processes involving the EPO), when this is necessary and proportional for them to perform tasks carried out in the exercise of their official activities, including representing the EPO in litigation and prelitigation. Such processing will take place on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the DPR requirements and with the principles of confidentiality and accountability.

[Personal data may be disclosed on a need-to-know basis to staff in the unit or units involved in preventing and settling legal disputes (whether as part of internal, judicial or alternative redress mechanisms afforded by the EPO or of any other legal processes involving the EPO) if this is necessary and proportional for the purposes of performing tasks carried out in the exercise of their official activities, including representing the EPO in litigation and prelitigation. Such processing will take place on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the DPR requirements and with the principles of confidentiality and accountability.]

Personal data might be disclosed to recipients outside of the EPO such as an attorney at law or an addressee of a letter of intent (from another international organisation, for example).
Personal data may be disclosed to third-party service providers for the provision and maintenance of platforms and tools necessary for the provision of legal advice described above, such as Microsoft, Thomson Reuters and OpenText.

Personal data will only be shared with authorised persons responsible for the necessary processing operations and will not be used for any other purposes or disclosed to any other recipients.

5. How do we protect and safeguard your personal data?

We take appropriate technical and organisational measures to safeguard and protect your personal data from accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration and unauthorised disclosure or access.

All personal data are stored in secure IT applications in accordance with the EPO’s security standards. Appropriate levels of access are granted individually only to the above-mentioned recipients.

For systems hosted on EPO premises, the following basic security measures generally apply:

- user authentication and access control (e.g. role-based access to the systems and network, principles of need-to-know and least privilege)
- logical security hardening of systems, equipment and the network
- physical protection: EPO access controls, additional data centre access controls, policies on locking offices
- transmission and input controls (e.g. audit logging, systems and network monitoring)
- security incident response: 24/7 monitoring for incidents, on-call security expert

In principle, the EPO operates a paperless policy management system. However, if paper files containing personal data need to be stored on EPO premises, they are locked in a secure location with restricted access.

For personal data processed on systems not hosted on EPO premises, the EPO has carried out a privacy and security risk assessment. The providers that process the personal data have committed in a binding agreement to comply with their data protection obligations under the applicable data protection legal frameworks. The EPO has also carried out a privacy and security risk assessment.

External providers are required to have implemented appropriate technical and organisational measures, such as:

- physical security measures, access and storage control measures, data security measures (e.g. encryption)
- user, transmission and input control measures (e.g. network firewalls, network intrusion detection system (IDS), network intrusion protection system (IPS), audit logging)
- conveyance control measures (e.g. securing data in transit by means of encryption)

6. How can you access, rectify and receive your data, request that your data be erased, or restrict/object to processing? Can your rights be restricted?

As a data subject, you have the right to access, rectify and receive your personal data, not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, to have your data erased and to restrict and/or object to the processing of your data (Articles 18 to 24 DPR).

If you would like to exercise any of these rights, please write to the delegated data controller via the Data Protection Officer, who is the point of contact for external data subjects, at DPOexternalusers@epo.org. EPO employees can contact PDLegalAffairs-DPL@epo.org. In order to enable us to respond more promptly and
precisely, you always need to provide certain preliminary information with your request. We therefore encourage you to fill in this form (for externals) or this form (for internals) and submit it with your request.

We will reply to your request without undue delay and in any event within one month of receiving it. However, Article 15(2) DPR provides that this period may be extended by two further months where necessary in view of the complexity and number of requests received. We would inform you of any such delay.

The right to rectification can only apply to inaccurate or incomplete factual data processed in the context of the EPO’s tasks, duties and activities; it does not apply to subjective statements, including those made by third parties. With regard to the right of access, certain information may be deleted from the copy of personal data provided to the data subject if the EPO considers it necessary in the interest of protecting the confidentiality of internal deliberations and decision-making.

Kindly note that restrictions of your rights as a data subject could result from the following provisions:

- Rules of Procedure of the Administrative Council, Article 13, in connection with the aim of Article 25(1)c) DPR to safeguard “other substantial interests of the European Patent Organisation pertaining to its core mission, or in reason of obligations arising from the duty of co-operation with the contracting states, including monetary, budgetary and taxation matters, public health and social security;”
- Circular No. 420, Article 4(1)(h) “pursuant to Article 25(1)(c), (d), (g) and (h) DPR when providing or receiving assistance to or from competent public authorities, including from EPC contracting states and international organisations, or when co-operating with them on activities defined in relevant service level agreements, memoranda of understanding and co-operation agreements, either at their request or on the Office’s own initiative.
- A restriction based on Article 25(1)(a), (b), (c), (e), (f), (g) and (h) DPR can also be applied in the context of proceedings related to the prevention and management of grievances under the provisions of Title VIII (Settlement of Disputes) of the EPO Service Regulations and Articles 49, 50, 51 and 52 DPR or in connection with the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims involving the EPO or its subordinate bodies, including arbitration, in order to preserve confidential information and documents obtained from the parties, interveners or other legitimate sources.

7. What is the legal basis for processing your data?

Personal data are mainly processed on the basis of Article 5(a) DPR: processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the exercise of the official activities of the European Patent Organisation or in the legitimate exercise of the official authority vested in the controller, which includes the processing necessary for the EPO’s management and functioning.

Occasionally, the data might be processed on the basis of

- Article 5(b) DPR: processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject
- Article 5(c) DPR: processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract.

8. For how long do we keep your data?

Personal data will be kept only for the time needed to achieve the purposes for which they are processed.

When a matter relates to the drafting of a contract and involves legal approval for a given contract, and this contract is also concluded between the EPO and the contractor, the delegated controller will destroy the related file 12 years after termination of the contract.

For all other cases, related files will be kept for up to 20 years after the year of the file’s closure.

Possible archiving activities beyond this period are addressed in a separate data protection statement.
In the event of a formal appeal/litigation, all data held when the formal appeal/litigation was initiated will be kept until the proceedings have been definitively concluded or until the end of the abovementioned retention period, whichever is the longer.

9. Contact information

External data subjects who have any questions about the processing of their personal data should contact the delegated data controller via the Data Protection Officer at dpoexternalusers@epo.org. EPO staff can contact the delegated data controller directly at PDLegalAffairs-DPL@epo.org. They can also contact the Data Protection Officer at dpo@epo.org.

Review and legal redress
If you consider that the processing infringes your rights as a data subject, you have the right to request review by the controller under Article 49 DPR and, if you disagree with the outcome of the review, the right to seek legal redress under Article 50 DPR.